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Press Release Summary = A unique gift for an expectant dad that will 
give them a laugh and teach them, a maternity dress for special 
occasions and a clever wrap for baby to keep them feeling safe and 
comfortable.  

 



Press Release Body = A great gift for the expectant dad is the Being 
Dad DVD - 60 interviews with dads supporting partners through their 
first pregnancy as well as interviews with health professionals and a 
financial planner. Aussies have a great sense of humor about facing a 
new challenge, so you will be very well entertained as well as 
educated. See real people and situations that you can relate to.  

 

Got a wedding or special event to attend? The extremely popular 
6WayDress or 6WayTop is clever buying. Worn more than six different 
ways, the tops and dresses are just as lovely on non-pregnant figures. 
We have black and chocolate in both the dress and top, and the dress 
now also comes in the stunning resort-style Fresh consisting of a white 
boob tube, charcoal skirt and pretty teal, white and grey print for the 
ties. You can see the different styles on a model at 
www.fertilemind.com.  

 



Are you or someone you know wrapping a young baby? Then you'll 
appreciate the clever design of the Lalito contoured Baby Wrap. 
Shaped to ensure no wriggling free, the Lalito contoured baby wrap is 
made from durable cotton with natural stretch trimmed with satin in a 
range of colors to suit your nursery style. The practice of wrapping 
your baby is very popular in Australia with Midwifes teaching the 
technique in all anti-natal classes. Babies are used to the confines of 
the tummy and often wake themselves up because their arms can 
move about while they are sleeping.  

Web Site = http://www.fertilemind.com/maternity-wear  

Contact Details = Fertile Mind 
6893 Sullivan Road 
Grawn MI 49637 
(562) 508 4271 
fertilemind@netordering.com  

 


